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Shanghai, China, 2Institute of Digital Economy and Green Development, Chifeng University, Chifeng,
China, 3Department of Information Technology & Decision Sciences, Old Dominion University,
Norfolk, VA, United States, 4Global Value Chain Research Center, Zhejiang Gongshang University,
Hangzhou, China

With globalization and digitalization, participating in Global Value Chain (GVC)

and developing digital economy have had a profound impact, which transforms

China’s economy into a green and innovative one. This paper studies the

intrinsic influential mechanism of GVC embeddedness and digital economy

on green innovation and proposes some research hypotheses. Based on panel

data of 30 Chinese provinces from 2002 to 2016, we constructed some core

indicators such as GVC embeddedness, digital economy and green innovation.

The ordinary panel model and spatial panel model are used to empirically test

the impact of GVC embeddedness and digital economy on China’s green

innovation at the provincial level. The research findings are: First, GVC

embeddedness and digital economy have significant promotion effects on

green innovation. Second, the development of digital economy will not only

directly promote green innovation, but also indirectly promote green

innovation by effectively promoting the integration of provincial economy

into GVC. The results of mediating effect test show that GVC

embeddedness has a partial mediating effect in the influential mechanism of

digital economy to promote green innovation. Third, GVC embeddedness and

green innovation have significant spatial spillover effects. It indicates that

Chinese provinces (cities1) have significantly promoted green innovation in

neighboring provinces through many possible channels and mechanisms in

the process of participating in GVC, and the robustness test shows the stability

of the spatial spillover mechanism. The findings provide useful policy

implications for China’s deeply participating in GVC, vigorously developing

digital economy and promoting green innovation.
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1 Introduction

In the era of globalization, China’s economic integration into

Global Value Chains (GVC) has enabled high economic growth,

which comes at a high price of resources and ecological

environment. In fact, some studies have found that after

considering the environmental cost, the promotion effect of

Chinese enterprises’ participation in GVC on employment,

labor income, scientific and technological innovation and

comprehensive rate of return was greatly reduced, and even

had a negative inhibitory effect(Wang et al., 2019; Wang

et al., 2021a; Wang et al., 2022a), which shows the high

environmental costs. Now, how to move from the original

high pollution and high energy consumption to low-carbon,

environmental protection and green development has become

the focus of high-quality development. To this end, the central

government of China has promoted green development and

green innovation to a high level. In 2019, the National

Development and Reform Commission and the Ministry of

Science and Technology jointly published the “Guidance on

Building a Market-Oriented Green Technology Innovation

System”. The Two Sessions of the National People’s Congress

(NPC) and the Chinese People’s Political Consultative

Conference (CPPCC) in 2021 and 2022 both argued for

accelerating green development, promoting green science and

technology innovation, strengthening green industries, and

doing a solid job in carbon peaking and carbon neutralization.

Many studies have shown that green innovation helps to improve

ecological and environmental efficiency(Beltran-Esteve and

Picazo-Tadeo, 2015), industry productivity (Johnstone et al.,

2017) and corporate financial performance(Tang et al., 2018;

Wang et al., 2018), and plays a key role in solving ecological and

environmental problems and high-quality development

problems (Carrion-Flores et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2022b).

With China’s increasing efforts in environmental protection,

achieving carbon peak and carbon neutrality, the key to truly

realizing the grand blueprint of green development lies in green

innovation.

At present, there is no unified definition of green innovation,

but it is generally agreed that green innovation is an innovative

behavior that aims to achieve resource conservation and

environmental protection based on novelty and value

characteristics (Schiederig et al., 2012). Cooke, (2010) and

Horbach, (2007) have combined green development with

innovation systems, and have conducted green innovation

research from various perspectives such as resource

conservation and environmental protection. Green innovation

has the unique property of “dual externality” of environment and

innovation (Rennings, 2000). In a broad sense, if any behavior,

which meets the characteristics of innovation, such as new

technology and new knowledge, can achieve the goal of

reducing environmental pollution or saving natural resources,

it can be considered as green innovation. Currently, China is one

of the fastest growing countries in terms of GVC participation.

Wang et al. (2022) used WIOD data and ADB Multi-Regional

Input Output Database (MRIO) to create new GVC participation

indices of the top 3 countries of GDP (United States, China and

Japan), where China has a higher GVC participation ratio, in

terms of both the forward participation index and backward

participation index of GVC than United States and Japan. At the

same time, China’s digital economy has developed rapidly.

According to statistics from China Academy of Information

and Communications Technology (CAICT), China’s digital

economy will reach 45.5 trillion yuan by 2021, accounting for

about 39.8% of GDP. With the impact of the COVID-19 and

global economic downturn, however, China’s digital economy

still achieves a high growth rate of 9.7% in 2020, and the

empowering effect of digital economy is increasingly visible

(Hu. et al., 2022a). In this sense, the rapid development of

GVC embeddedness and digital economy has become an

engine for the development of green innovation in China.

Therefore, it needs to study how GVC embeddedness and

digital economy affect green innovation.

There are some research studying GVC embeddedness,

digital economy, and their impact on green innovation. First,

most of the existing literature used KWWmethod to calculate the

GVC embeddedness index (Koopman et al., 2010), and the

research found that GVC embeddedness help the formation of

GVC (Hu. et al., 2021a; Hu et al., 2022b). Wang et al. (2021b)

used WIOD database to study the relationship between

developing countries’ participation in GVC, technological

progress and environmental pollution. Their study found that

if the degree of GVC embeddedness is lower than the threshold in

developing countries, technological advances will cause increased

pollution; Otherwise, technological progress can reduce

emissions. Yang et al. (2022) reached a similar conclusion by

using the data of 19 industries in China. Second, Studies have

found that the development of the Internet can significantly

reduce energy consumption and reduce environmental pollution

(Ren et al., 2021; Ren et al., 2022). At the city level or at the firm

level, some studies support the role of the digital economy in

promoting green innovation(Cao et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022;

Lin and Ma, 2022; Feng et al., 2022; Gelenbe and Caseau, 2015;

Ma and Zhu, 2022; Martin and Rice, 2022; Wang and Chen,

2022). Also, studies have shown that the digital economy has a

positive impact on the GVC embeddedness and GVC upgrading

(Gonzalez and Jouanjean, 2017; Gopalan et al., 2022). Third, as to

spatial spillover, Qian et al. (2022) confirmed the spatial spillover
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effect of GVC embeddedness on carbon dioxide emissions. Also,

Peng et al. (2021), Li and Du, (2021), and Fang et al. (2022) all

found the spatial relevance of green innovation from different

spatial dimensions. Ren et al. (2022), Wang et al. (2022d), and

Wu et al. (2021) found that the digital economy has significant

spatial spillover effects on carbon emissions and green

development, using provincial data and prefecture-level city

data, respectively. Most of the existing studies focus on the

relationship either between GVC embeddedness and

environmental pollution or between digital economy and

environmental pollution. However, there are few research

studying the relationship among GVC embeddedness, digital

economy, and green innovation. Moreover, the existing studies

are mainly conducted at the national level or industry level, and

most of the measurement methods of GVC embeddedness adopt

the KWWmethod by Koopman et al. (2010). However, there are

few calculations of GVC embeddedness at the regional level, and

few studies on GVC embeddedness at a smaller spatial scale.

This paper firstly proposes a theoretical hypothesis on the

influence mechanism among GVC embeddedness, digital

economy and green innovation. Then, it conducts empirical

testing, using the panel data of 30 Chinese provinces

(including municipalities directly under the control of the

central government) from 2002–20162. It shows that GVC

embeddedness and digital economy have a significant

contribution to green innovation, and that digital economy

has a positive impact on green innovation, with GVC

embeddedness as a mediating variable. In addition, our study

confirms the existence of spatial spillover effects of GVC

embeddedness and digital economy on green innovation.

These findings have important policy implications as to how

to develop green innovation in China.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: First, the

paper theoretically discusses the internal influence logic of GVC

embeddedness and digital economy on green innovation,

introduces the mediation effect model, and demonstrates the

mediation effect of GVC embeddedness on green innovation.

Second, a mixed method of the ordinary panel model and spatial

panel model is used to reveal the spatial spillover effect of GVC

embeddedness and digital economy on green innovation. It

shows the spatial dependence of green innovation, and

provides theoretical basis for promoting the coordinated

development of green innovation in various regions of China.

Third, the paper provides policy guidance for countries involved

in GVC, digital transformation, and environmental protection.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

provides the theoretical mechanism, and proposes research

hypothesis; Section 3 describes methodology and data; Section

4 reports empirical results; Section 5 conducts the robustness test;

Section 6 concludes the paper and provides policy

recommendations.

2 Theoretical mechanism and
research hypothesis

2.1 Impact of GVC embeddedness on
green innovation

Green innovation focuses on emerging technologies that

reduce consumption, reduce pollution, improve ecology,

promote the construction of ecological civilization, and realize

the harmonious coexistence of human and nature. Therefore, to a

certain extent, green innovation is more challenging and difficult

to achieve than general innovation. It is an upgraded or advanced

version of general innovation, since it focuses more on green

technologies or processes, green materials and products, and

reuse of resources to achieve both economic benefits and

environmental protection benefits.

The existing studies on GVC embeddedness and green

innovation mainly focus on the impact of GVC embeddedness

on the improvement of production efficiency and that of GVC

embeddedness on environmental protection and green

development. The influence mechanism of GVC

embeddedness on production efficiency is mainly realized

through two ways. One is the learning and knowledge

spillover mechanism. In the process of participating in GVC,

developing countries can achieve technological progress and leap

in production efficiency through the path of “digestion-

absorption-reinvention” (Hummels et al., 2001; Hu. et al.,

2021a; Wang et al., 2021b). In addition, the technology

diffusion or knowledge spillover enabled by the linkage of

production networks between upstream and downstream

enterprises (Hu. et al., 2021b) can enhance the production

efficiency of the whole industry or region, thus realizing the

advanced industrial structure (Ivarsson and Alvstam, 2010). The

other is the competition mechanism. After an industry is

embedded in the GVC division of labor system, it means

competition and cooperation with upstream and downstream

industries and similar industries in the global production

network. As the market scale that it faces becomes larger

(Kılıçaslan et al., 2021), there will be more competitors and

competitive pressure at the same time. For a long time, China’s

participation in the GVC division of labor has always been “two

sides abroad”3. However, this model has to face the double

squeeze of both sellers and buyers. It will eventually force

Chinese enterprises to improve production technology and

2 Due to the lack of data on Tibet, Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan, this
paper only uses data for 30 provinces and cities.

3 Raw materials or semi-finished products are purchased from abroad,
then manufactured into finished products, which are sold abroad
again.
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processes, upgrade equipment (Humphrey and Schmitz, 2002),

drive industrial upgrading (Wang et al., 2022e), and improve the

productivity of regional manufacturing industry. Many empirical

studies have confirmed that GVC division of labor can either

promote scientific and technological innovation or improve labor

productivity (Amiti and Wei, 2009; Kılıçaslan et al., 2021).

The impact of GVC embeddedness on environmental

protection and green development has also received attention

from many researchers, but no consistent conclusions has been

reached yet. Shi et al. (2022) found that participation in GVC

generated great ecological benefits to the “Belt and Road”

countries; Wang and Song, (2017) found that reverse

outsourcing promoted green technology progress from the

perspective of global supply chains. Other researchers found

that after participating in GVC, pollutants will be transferred

around the world through trade activities (Wang et al., 2020a;

Zhong et al., 2021). Due to the differences in science and

technology, and economic benefits among countries, the

impact of GVC embeddedness on the environment is different

among participating countries (Wang et al., 2020b; Jin et al.

(2022).

According to the 2016 global Environmental Performance

Index (EPI) report, China ranked the second from the bottom

among 180 countries, becoming the worst affected area of haze.

The developed countries are still ahead of China, in terms of

environmental protection and green technology. China tends to

import the obsoleted production capacity or processes of

developed countries in GVC division of labor, and some

production segments with high pollution and energy

consumption are outsourced to China and other developing

countries. As China’s position in the GVC division of labor

continues to rise, the products produced in China are gradually

moving from labor-intensive and pollution-intensive to

technology-intensive and environment-friendly production

segments. In other words, they shift from general innovation

to green innovation. Based on the relationship between green

innovation and general innovation, we argue that the influence

mechanism and practical effects of GVC embeddedness on

general innovation are also applicable to green innovation. So,

we propose the first research hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1: GVC embeddedness helps promote green

innovation.

2.2 Influence mechanism of digital
economy on green innovation

The impact of digital economy on the environment has been

confirmed by existing studies. Digital economy, represented by

the Internet, can promote industrial upgrading and economic

structural transformation (Bennett et al., 2007), and effectively

reduce environmental pollution (Ren et al., 2022). The impact

mechanism of digital economy on green innovation can be

described in two ways. First, as to direct impact mechanisms,

digital economy promotes green innovation through enhancing

factor productivity and environmental benefits. On the one hand,

digital economy improves economic efficiency. According to

Schumpeter’s theory, the so-called innovation is to “establish a

new production function”. In the era of digital economy, due to

the widespread use of digital technologies, such as the Internet,

big data, and cloud computing, digital factors have changed the

resource allocation efficiency of traditional factors of production,

and changed the production function and cost-benefit

relationship of traditional factors (Murthy et al., 2021). It can

effectively integrate innovation factors, such as talent, capital,

technology, and knowledge in a short period of time, providing

strong support for green technology innovation. At the same

time, digital economy reduces the marginal cost of green

technology innovation, by reducing the time lag of

information transmission and solving the problem of

information asymmetry. The characteristics of “sharing” and

“openness” of data produce strong positive externalities of digital

economy. They help break down the information and knowledge

barriers among industries, enterprises and employees, and

further contribute to the formation of knowledge spillover and

green innovation ideas. On the other hand, digital economy

promotes green innovation, in terms of environmental

protection and resource conservation. From the perspective of

data production, data has infinite reproducibility and ease of

dissemination. As a result, digital economy tends to be

environment-friendly, less dependent on natural resources,

and will not destroy the ecological environment on a large

scale. The rapid development of digital economy can squeeze

traditional high-pollution and high-energy-consuming

industries, promote enterprises to conduct green technology

research and development, and realize the optimization and

upgrading of industrial structure.

Second, as to indirect influence mechanism, digital economy

influences GVC embeddedness, and thus enhances green

innovation. In other words, GVC embeddedness plays a

mediating role between digital economy and green innovation.

Studies have found that the application of digital technologies,

such as the Internet, enhances the willingness and effectiveness of

enterprises to participate in the GVC division of labor (Lanz

et al., 2018; Gopalan et al., 2022). Many studies have shown that

digital economy contributes to the improvement of GVC

position (Ardolino et al., 2018; Oliveira et al., 2021). Its main

impact mechanisms are: optimizing the layout of GVC

production division of labor through mechanisms, such as

reducing resource mismatch, increasing proportion of highly

skilled talents, and improving production efficiency (Guan and

Guo, 2022); promoting international knowledge and technology

spillover, which enhances enterprises’ technological innovation

capacity and efficiency of achievement transformation, and

accelerates the industrial structure layout to the upstream of
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GVC (Duraivelu, 2022; Zhang et al., 2022); improving the level of

digital service, amplifying the promotion effect of application

research investment on GVC’s status, and enhancing the positive

feedback effect of basic research investment on GVC (Yang and

Yi, 2021); due to the development of digital technology, the

search cost of credit information has been greatly reduced

(Spence, 2021), and the information asymmetry existing in

almost all markets has been reduced to the lowest level. In

this sense, the combination of data and human capital can

create a higher return rate (Spence, 2021), help enterprises to

participate in knowledge intensive and other high value-added

production activities, and drive the upgrading of GVC status

(Szalavetz, 2022).

Based on the analysis above, we propose the second research

hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2: While digital economy has a direct positive

impact on driving local green innovation, it will also have a

mediating effect through GVC embeddedness, which will

indirectly promote green innovation.

2.3 Spatial spillover effects of GVC
embeddedness and digital economy on
green innovation promotion

From the existing literature and economic practice, GVC

embeddedness, digital economy and green innovation, as three

types of economic activities, should comply with the “first law of

geography”4.

In other words, the economic behavior of a certain region has

a certain influence on the neighboring regions, which is the

spatial spillover effect of economic activities. In the era of

globalization, the embeddedness of regional economy in GVC

not only means that the region has established extensive

economic cooperation network with foreign countries, but

also the spatial interaction among regions is essential, based

on the need of factor flow and resource integration. It is a natural

result to produce radiation effect on neighboring regions, i.e., the

spatial spillover effect of GVC embeddedness, which is mainly

reflected as “direct spillover effect of knowledge and technology”

(Almeida and Kogut, 1999; Los and Verspagen, 2000),

“competition effect” of neighboring regions on industrial

upgrading in the region (Xu et al., 2022).

The most important advantages of digital economy are

convenience and efficiency. Compared with traditional

elements, data elements can overcome spatial and temporal

constraints more easily, and combining digital economy with

GVC can enhance the ability of economic activities to overcome

regional barriers, greatly enhancing the breadth and depth of

economic activities of economic agents across regions (Cong

et al., 2021). Through Internet of Things, artificial intelligence,

cloud computing, and other technologies, digital economy

enables services that could not be traded, and unmet needs to

be realized in a larger space. It thus promotes the faster flow of

innovation elements among regions, and improves the efficiency

of resource allocation. Existing literature uses urban panel data

and provincial panel data for empirical studies, and the results

show that digital economy has significant spatial spillover effects

on regional innovation, total factor productivity, and green

innovation (Ballestar et al., 2020; Pan et al., 2022; Shen et al.,

2022; Ghazy et al., 2022).

As a resource-saving and environment-friendly innovation

behavior (Schiederig et al., 2012), green innovation helps emission

reduction and improvement of environmental quality (Peng et al.,

2021). So, green innovation is characterized by the dual externalities of

technology and environment. On the one hand, the developers of

green technologies cannot benefit from the technologies exclusively,

and bring positive externalities to the “free riders”. On the other hand,

the environmental improvement effect enabled by the region, where

the green technology innovation is developed, will often benefit the

surrounding areas, thus bringing positive environmental externalities.

Therefore, green innovation has the potential for spatial spillover. Fan

and Xiao (2021) used SBM-DDF model, gravity model, and social

network analysis model to analyze the spatial correlation network of

green innovation in China, and the results showed that there are

spatial effects in the correlation network of green innovation inChina.

Liu et al. (2021) used the data of green patent authorization to find

that the green innovation of each province has spatial correlation and

spillover effect. Most of the more developed eastern provinces in

China, especially the provinces in the Yangtze River Delta, the Pearl

River Delta, and the Bohai Rim region, have strong ability to absorb

and control green innovation resources.

Based on the discussion above, we propose the third research

hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3: GVC embeddedness and digital economy have

positive spatial spillover effects on green innovation, and can

promote the improvement of green innovation level in

neighboring regions.

3 Methodology and data

3.1 Econometric methodology

3.1.1 Benchmark model
Based on the literature review and the above theoretical

analysis, this paper first constructs an OLS econometric model

4 W. Tobler (1970) proposed the “first law of geography”, that is, the
correlation between features is related to the distance and height.
Generally speaking, the closer the distance is, the greater the
correlation between features is; The farther the distance, the
greater the difference between the features.
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to test the impact of GVC embeddedness and digital economy on

green innovation. Considering the differences in provincial

conditions and development stages among provinces, there

may be factors that do not change over time between

provinces, so a regional fixed-effect model is used. The

econometric model is shown in Eq. 1, where lnGreenit is the

dependent variable, indicating the level of green innovation;

GVCit, digiit represent the level of GVC embeddedness and

digital economy development, respectively. Controlit is the

control variable. The paper selects R&D investment(lnrd),

marketization level (market), environmental protection policy

(ENV), foreign direct investment (lnfdi), and industrial structure

(struc) as control variables. φi is the regional fixed effect; εit is the

random disturbance term.

lnGreenit � γ0 + γ1GVCit + γ2digiit + θControlit + φi + ϵit (1)

3.1.2 Influence mechanism: Mediating effect
model

Both theoretical studies and empirical tests show that digital

economy and GVC embeddedness contribute to the

development of green innovation. According to the literature

and theoretical hypotheses, among digital economy, GVC

embeddedness, and green innovation, digital economy may

have a direct effect on green innovation. It may also affect

green innovation by influencing GVC embeddedness, which is

used as a mediating variable. To verify the possible mediating

effect among the three economic activities, the following model is

proposed, drawing on the test method of mediating effect by

Trivellas et al. (2015) and Zeng et al. (2022).

lnGreenit � α0 + α1digiit + θControlit + φi + ϵit (2)
GVCit � β0 + β1digiit + θControlit + φi + ϵit (3)

lnGreenit � γ0 + γ1digiit + γ2GVCit + θControlit + φi + ϵit (4)

For Eqs (2–4), the variables are the same as Eq. (1). Eq. (2)

focuses on the impact of digital economy on green innovation,

and estimates the coefficient of the impact of digital economy on

green innovation. Eq. (3) focuses on the impact of digital

economy on GVC embeddedness, and examines how GVC

embeddedness, as a mediating variable, is affected by digital

economy. Eq. (4) is to estimate the impact of the two variables,

GVC embeddedness and digital economy, on green innovation.

According to the process of mediating effect test (Namazi and

Namazi, 2016), Eq. (2) is the basic test model of mediating effect.

If α1 is significant then test Eqs (3, 4); if β1 is significant, and γ1 ,

γ2 are significant at the same time, the mediating variable has

partial mediating effect; if β1 and γ2 are significant at the same

time, and γ1 is not significant, then the mediating variable plays a

full mediating role; if at least one of β1 and γ2 is not significant,

the SOBEL test is conducted, and if the test result is significant,

there is a partial mediating effect, and if the SOBEL test is not

significant, the mediating effect does not exist.

3.1.3 Spatial econometric model
Considering that the green innovation of provincial regions

has a certain spatial autocorrelation, we introduce a spatial

econometric model to examine how provincial green

innovation is influenced by neighboring provinces. Three

types of commonly used spatial econometric models are

constructed as follows:

lnGreenit � α0 + ρ∑
j

wij lnGreenjt + α1GVCit + θControlit + φi

+ γt + ϵit
(5)

lnGreenit � α0 + ρ∑
j

wij lnGreenjt + α1GVCit + θControlit

+ ω∑
j

wijGVCjt + δ∑
j

wijControljt + φi + γt + ϵit

(6)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
lnGreenit � α0 +ρ∑

j

wij lnGreenjt +α1GVCit +θControlit +φi +γt + ϵit
ϵit � λ∑

j

wij · ϵjt +υit

(7)

In Eqs (5–7), GVCit are the same as Eq. (1). Controlit is the

control variable, and wij is the element of spatial weight matrix

W.φi and γt are regional fixed effects and year fixed effects,

respectively, and εit is the random disturbance term. Eq. (5) is the

Spatial Autoregressive Model (SAR), indicating that green

innovation is influenced by green innovation in the

surrounding region. Eq. (6) is the Spatial Durbin Model

(SDM), indicating that green innovation is influenced by the

independent variables in the surrounding region, in addition to

green innovation in the surrounding region. Eq. (7) is the Spatial

Error Model (SEM), indicating that there is spatial dependence of

the error term in the model.

3.2 Variables and their measurement
method

3.2.1 Degree of GVC embeddedness (GVC)
This paper adopts the calculation method of Upward et al.

(2013) and Su and Shao (2017) to measure the degree of GVC

embeddedness in 30 Chinese provinces (cities), based on

customs microdata from 2002–2016. Since the customs

database records every import and export transaction

information of customs clearance enterprises in detail, it is

possible to measure the degree of regional GVC embeddedness.

First, the import and export trade data are matched with their

production or consumption provinces to identify the

production or consumption regions for each import and

export trade. The three fields of import from consumption

region or export from production region, enterprise address,

and zip code are used in turn for identification. If the records are
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not successfully determined, they are identified based on the

enterprise name, by using Baidu map positioning. If the

transaction records are still not determined, they are

removed. Second, it needs to identify imported intermediate

goods. For processing trade, since all imported products need to

be used to produce and process export products, the imported

products can be regarded as intermediate products. For general

trade, imported intermediate products need to be identified

with the help of the comparison table of BEC and HS customs

codes, and it is assumed that imported intermediate products

are used in domestic sales and general trade exports in the same

proportion. Finally, it needs to identify the actual import and

export activities of each province (city). Due to the existence of

intermediate trade agents, provinces (cities) may show excessive

import or excessive export. To identify the actual import and

export activities of each province (city), the paper adopts the

method of Ahn et al. (2011). According to different trade

modes, the proportion of import of intermediate products by

intermediate trade agents in the total import of intermediate

products is used to replace the proportion of intermediate

products imported from intermediate trade agents in

different trade modes of provinces (cities). Also, the

proportion of export of intermediate trade agents in the total

export is used to replace the proportion of export of

intermediate trade agents in different trade modes of

provinces (cities), and the intermediate trade agents shall be

eliminated. Considering the trade modes and intermediate

trade agents, the formula for calculating the degree of GVC

embeddedness of each province (city) is as follows, using the

idea of Hummels et al. (2001).

FIGURE 1
Geographic Distribution of GVC embeddedness, Digital Economy and Green Innovation in China in 2002 and 2016. Note: the data of Tibet,
Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan are 0 due to the lack of data.
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GVC � Mtotal
ip

∣∣∣∣∣BEC + (Etotal
io /(Di + Etotal

io ))Mtotal
io

∣∣∣∣BEC
Etotal
ip + Etotal

io

(8)

where the subscripts p and o denote processing trade and general

trade, respectively. Mtotal
ip |BEC and Mtotal

io |BEC denote the actual

imports of intermediate goods by province (city) i, considering

indirect imports from intermediate trade agents. Etotal
ip and Etotal

io

denote the actual exports of province (city) i, considering exports

through intermediate trade agents. Is the sum of domestic sales of

province (city) i, and its actual exports in general trade. The

distribution of GVC embeddedness in each province and city is

shown in Figure 1.

3.2.2 Digital economy (digi)
There is no direct data indicator for digital economy, and

most of the existing literature uses different segmentation

indicators. To measure the development of digital economy as

accurately as possible, researchers have adopted different data

indicators and statistical methods. Ren et al. (2021), Ren et al.,

2022) constructed the evaluation system of digitalization

development level from four dimensions of Internet

popularization, Internet infrastructure, Internet information

resources, and Internet applications. The EU Digital Economy

and Society Index (European Commission. DESI, 2015) uses four

main indicators: human capital, broadband connectivity,

commercial application of digital technologies, and digital

public services (Stavytskyy et al., 2019; Borowiecki et al.,

2021). OECD measures the degree of digital economy

development in terms of smart infrastructure investment,

enhancing social dynamics, unleashing innovation and

creativity, and promoting growth and employment (OECD,

2014). Wu and Yang, (2022) measured digital economy based

on dimensions, such as digital infrastructure, digital innovation,

and digital application. Based on the research above, the paper

adopts digital infrastructure, digital talents, digital industry,

digital services, etc. to calculate digital economy indicators.

Considering the availability of data, the data used include five

aspects: 1) The number of employees in information

transmission, computer services, and software industry; 2)

Number of Internet users; 3) Total telecommunication

services; 4) Number of mobile phone users at the end of the

year; 5) Total amount of postal services. The detailed description

is shown in Table 1. The data period is from 2002–2016. Based on

the five types of data, the paper uses Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) to obtain provincial digital economy

indicators. PCA uses the idea of dimension reduction to

determine the weight, based on the characteristics of the data,

and converts multiple variables into a few comprehensive

variables (principal components). It can not only avoid the

interference of subjective random factors, but also eliminate

the differences in the magnitude of each variable, overcome

the problem of missing information of a single variable, and

simplify complex statistical data. The PCA calculation process is

done with STATA software. The distribution of digital economy

in each province is shown in Figure 1.

3.2.3 Green innovation (green)
The number of patent applications reflects the degree of

expectation and protection consciousness of patent applicants to

own patent assets, and can dynamically reflect the active degree

of innovation. Patents need to pass rigorous examinations before

they can be granted, so the number of patents granted can reflect

the level of technological innovation in a region. So, the paper

uses the number of patents granted for green technology

inventions to characterize green innovation in each province

(city). First, the International Classification of Green Patents

(IPC) codes listed in the IPC GREEN INVENTORY5 provided by

the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) are

determined. Second, using the green professional international

classification codes, we obtain green patent data at both the city

levels from the Chinese patent database developed by the State

Intellectual Property Office, and at the provincial level by

comparing patent types, IPC green classification codes,

addresses of patent applicants, etc. The city-level data are

summed up to obtain provincial-level green patent data. The

TABLE 1 Description of digital economic data indicators.

Primary index Secondary
index

Tertiary index Indicator description

Digital Economy
Development Level

Digital
Infrastructure

Number of mobile phone users at the end of the year Mobile phones and Internet access need to provide
supporting digital infrastructure constructionNumber of Internet users

Digital Industry Total telecommunication services Indirectly reflect the development level of digital industry

Digital Talents Number of employees in information transmission,
computer services and software industry

Represent human capital level of digital economy

Digital Services Total amount of postal services Include postal, financial, express logistics and other
businesses

5 See website: http://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/est.
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green science and innovation database inside CCER economic

and financial database and China’s annual science and

technology statistical yearbook are employed to verify the

data. The interpolation method is used to fill in some missing

data. In fact, green invention patents are substantive innovations

with higher innovation quality, whereas utility model patents are

strategic innovations (Prud’homme, 2016). Therefore, the paper

first uses the number of green invention patents granted for

empirical research, and then uses the number of green utility

model patents for robustness analysis. The distribution of green

invention patents by provinces (cities) in China is shown in

Figure 1.

3.2.4 Other control variables
According to existing literature, increasing R&D will help

technological innovation and alleviate environmental pollution

(Bai et al., 2019; Song et al., 2020). Marketization level (Zeng

et al., 2021), foreign direct investment (Luo et al., 2021; Song

and Han, 2022), environmental protection policy (Song et al.,

2020; Hu. et al., 2021b), industrial structure (Du et al., 2021),

and other variables have a promoting effect on green innovation.

In addition to the core variables introduced above, the paper also

includes other control variables that affect green innovation to

reduce the endogenous problems that may be caused by missing

variables. The main control variables include: 1) R&D investment

(lnrd): measured by the logarithm of R&D expenditure in each

province (city); 2)marketization level (market): a composite index of

marketization extracted from Wang Xiaolu and Fan Gang’s China

Marketization Index Report by Province (2018); 3) foreign direct

investment (lnfdi): measured by the logarithm of the actual amount

of foreign direct investment in the region; 4) environmental

protection policy (ENV): expressed as the proportion of

investment in environmental pollution control to GDP in each

province; (5) industrial structure (struc), expressed as the proportion

of tertiary industry output value to total output value.

3.3 Data sources and statistical description

The data sample of the paper is selected from 2002–20166, and

includes 30 provinces andmunicipalities directly under the control of

the central government of China, excluding Tibet, Hong Kong,

Macao, and Taiwan, where data are not available. The data on

the degree of GVC embeddedness comes from Import and Export

Database of Chinese Customs Enterprises. Green innovation comes

fromChina patent database developed by ChinaNational Intellectual

Property Office. Digital economy, R&D investment, foreign direct

investment, environmental protection policy, industrial structure,

and other data come from EPS database of China National

Bureau of Statistics. The per capita GDP data of each province

used in the economic distance spatial weight matrix are mainly from

the statistical yearbook of China and the statistical yearbook of each

province (municipality). The spatial weight matrix of geographic

distance is based on the geographic distance data of the provincial

capitals. The data is presented by the Geoda software, using the 1:

4 million electronic map, provided by the National Geographic

Information System website. Table 2 shows the descriptive

statistics results of the main variables. The results show that the

mean value of green innovation (lnGreen) is 4.559, the maximum

value is 8.798, the minimum value is 0, and the standard deviation is

1.732, indicating that the development of green innovation varies

greatly among different provinces (cities) The degree of GVC

embeddedness fluctuates between 0.339 and 0.628, with a mean

of 0.478. The development gap of digital economy among provinces

(cities) is large, showing the characteristics of “small mean value and

large fluctuation”. The above descriptive statistical results indicate

that the data are applicable to the empirical model.

4 Empirical results and discussion

4.1 Regression results of benchmark
model

To alleviate the problem of heteroscedasticity and

autocorrelation, we conducted heteroscedasticity and

autocorrelation tests on the OLS model, and adopted the

“heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation” robust standard error

tests. The regression results of the benchmark OLS model are

shown in Table 3. In models (1–6), the regression coefficients of

GVC embeddedness and the development level of digital economy

on the provincial green innovation have passed the significance test

at the level of 1%. It indicates that the continuous deepening of the

integration of Chinese provinces (cities) into GVC and the rapid

development of digital economy have played a positive role in

promoting green innovation. Hu et al. (2022c) divided green

innovation into green product innovation and green process

innovation, and the empirical study found that GVC

embeddedness has a significant contribution to both. The

findings of this paper are generally consistent with them. The

findings of the above empirical study support researchHypothesis 1.

4.2 Analysis on the results of mediating
effect test

The regression results of the mediating effect model are

shown in Table 4. The regression coefficients α1, β1, γ1 and γ2
in models (1–3) are all significant, and pass the mediating effect

test. Specifically, the results of model (1) show that digital

6 The provincial GVC embeddedness data is calculated based on the
customs micro database, which is updated to 2016. Some data of
digital economy were only available from 2002, and earlier data were
not available.
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economy has a significant impact on green innovation, indicating

that the development of digital economy has a significant impact

on regional green innovation. In other words, the underlying

path of the mediating effect exists. The results of model (3) show

that digital economy development significantly enhances the

regional GVC embeddedness level, and the two economic

ativities have a significant positive correlation at the 1% level.

Model (2) shows that the mediating variable GVC embeddedness

has a significant positive relationship with green innovation, and

the explanatory variable digital economy (digi) still has a

significant positive effect on green innovation. This suggests

that GVC embeddedness plays a partly mediating role

between digital economy and regional green innovation. In

other words, digital economy development promotes GVC

embeddedness and thus enhances regional green innovation.

The above empirical results suggest that, for a province (city),

the development of digital economy has a direct role in

promoting green innovation, and at the same time, the

development of digital economy will also promote the

development of green innovation by influencing the mediating

TABLE 2 Descriptive statistics of main variables.

Variables Definition Obs Mean SD Min Max

lnGreen Natural logarithm of green innovation 450 4.5592 1.7320 0.0000 8.7983

GVC Degree of GVC embeddedness 450 0.4778 0.0503 0.3390 0.6278

digi Digital economy 450 0.2395 0.2318 0.0011 1.5760

lnrd Natural logarithm of R&D investment 450 13.705 1.5480 9.3927 16.829

market Marketization level 450 6.9391 1.9207 2.2430 11.2250

lnfdi Natural logarithm of foreign direct investment 450 13.9498 2.0662 6.0315 16.9323

ENV Environmental protection policy 450 1.3379 0.6692 0.3000 4.2400

struc Industrial structure 450 0.4125 0.0833 0.2862 0.8023

TABLE 3 Regression results of benchmark model.

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

lnGreen lnGreen lnGreen lnGreen lnGreen lnGreen

GVC 8.021*** 2.255*** 2.281*** 2.739*** 2.743*** 2.290***

(1.564) (0.628) (0.614) (0.723) (0.730) (0.815)

digi 5.369*** 1.198*** 1.200*** 1.135*** 1.139*** 1.023***

(0.912) (0.312) (0.321) (0.286) (0.282) (0.285)

lnrd 1.101*** 1.114*** 0.992*** 0.989*** 0.998***

(0.0763) (0.0753) (0.0835) (0.0853) (0.0862)

lnfdi −0.0220 −0.0417 −0.0421 −0.0446

(0.0295) (0.0313) (0.0318) (0.0310)

market 0.146*** 0.148*** 0.143***

(0.0407) (0.0438) (0.0444)

ENV 0.00694 0.0172

(0.0632) (0.0628)

struc 1.233

(0.804)

Constant −0.559 −11.89*** −11.79*** −11.05*** −11.03*** −11.35***

(0.644) (0.843) (0.894) (0.837) (0.831) (0.808)

Obs 450 450 450 450 450 450

R-squared 0.727 0.913 0.913 0.918 0.918 0.919

Provincial fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively.
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variable of GVC embeddedness. The results of this empirical

study support esearch Hypothesis 2.

4.3 Spatial spillover effect test

4.3.1 Spatial autocorrelation test
Before analyzing the spatial spillover effect, this paper adopts

the Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis (ESDA) method to test the

global spatial autocorrelation of provincial green innovation

(Greenit) and GVC embeddedness (GVCit). The global spatial

autocorrelation test is measured by Moran’s I, which is

calculated as

Moran′s I � N ·∑
i
∑

j
wij(yi − �y)(yj − �y)/∑

i
∑

j
wij∑i

(yi − �y)2 (9)

In Eq. (9), N denotes the number of spatial units (provinces),

yi the provincial green innovation (Greenit) and GVC

embeddedness (GVCit), and wij is the element of spatial

weight matrix . First, the paper uses the economic distance

spatial weight matrix to describe the spatial correlation degree

among provinces as a whole. In Section 5, other spatial weight

matrices will be used to test the robustness. The economic

distance spatial weight matrix uses the inverse of the

difference in per capita GDP between regional units as the

elements of the spatial weight matrix, whose elements are

equal to 1/(Yi − Yj) , where Yi and Yj denote the average of

per capita GDP of spatial units i and j. We use data from

30 provinces and municipalities to measure the global spatial

autocorrelation indices of green innovation (Greenit) and GVC

embeddedness (GVCit) (see Table 5). For the z and p values, the

Moran’s I from 2002–2016 all reject the hypothesis of no spatial

autocorrelation, and the significant positive Moran’s I indicates a

significant positive spatial autocorrelation of green innovation

and GVC embeddedness in all Chinese provinces. This results

verifies spatial autocorrelation of GVC embeddedness and digital

economy in previous literature (Ren et al., 2022; Wang et al.,

2022d; Wu et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2022). However, these are only

preliminary empirical evidences. Whether there are spatial

spillover effects of GVC embeddedness on regional green

innovation, and whether there are green innovation

interactions among neighboring regions are subject to further

econometric tests.

4.3.2 Results of SAR model and discussions
According to the screening process of Anselin spatial

econometric model, through LM test, LR test, Wald test, and

Hausman test, and by comparing the regression results of time

fixed effect, spatial fixed effect, and spatiotemporal fixed effect,

the paper adopts the spatial fixed effect and Spatial

Autoregressive Model (SAR) for empirical analysis.

TABLE 4 Regression results of mediating effect test.

Variables (1) (2) (3)

lnGreen lnGreen GVC

digi 1.017*** 1.023*** 0.0588***

(0.205) (0.202) (0.0189)

GVC 2.290***

(0.548)

lnrd 1.075*** 0.998*** 1.539**

(0.0467) (0.0494) (0.769)

market 0.114*** 0.143*** 0.000446

(0.0323) (0.0324) (0.00251)

lnfdi −0.0380 −0.0446* 0.00578**

(0.0241) (0.0237) (0.00224)

struc 2.088*** 1.233** 0.393***

(0.523) (0.552) (0.0494)

ENV 0.0156 0.0172 0.00993***

(0.0424) (0.0416) (0.00377)

Constant −11.56*** −11.35*** 0.184***

(0.509) (0.502) (0.0316)

Obs 450 450 450

R-squared 0.915 0.919 0.429

Number of Province 30 30 30

Provincial fixed effect Yes Yes Yes

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%

and 10% levels, respectively.

TABLE 5 Global spatial autocorrelation test.

Year Green innovation GVC embeddedness

Moran’s I z p-value Moran’s I z p-value

2002 0.135** 1.943 0.026 0.216*** 3.039 0.001

2003 0.084* 1.612 0.053 0.227*** 3.120 0.001

2004 0.138** 1.957 0.025 0.249*** 3.351 0.000

2005 0.144** 2.164 0.015 0.271*** 3.581 0.000

2006 0.190*** 2.436 0.007 0.280*** 3.691 0.000

2007 0.223*** 2.483 0.007 0.264*** 3.502 0.000

2008 0.250*** 2.566 0.005 0.293*** 3.909 0.000

2009 0.246*** 2.512 0.006 0.260*** 3.618 0.000

2010 0.249*** 2.515 0.006 0.229*** 3.277 0.001

2011 0.253*** 2.517 0.006 0.204*** 2.963 0.002

2012 0.256*** 2.573 0.005 0.258*** 3.473 0.000

2013 0.241*** 2.453 0.007 0.422*** 5.253 0.000

2014 0.230*** 2.442 0.007 0.421*** 5.240 0.000

2015 0.236*** 2.455 0.007 0.421*** 5.300 0.000

2016 0.225*** 2.320 0.010 0.422*** 5.301 0.000

Note: Green innovations of provinces (cities) are represented by the number of green

technology invention patents authorized, and the results was calculated by stata17. ***,

** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively.
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Table 6 reports the spatial econometric regression results of

GVC embeddedness and digital economy on green innovation.

The results in Table 6 show that the spatial autoregressive

coefficient (rho) of green innovation in SAR model is

significantly positive, indicating that the green innovation of

each province (city) has a significant spatial spillover effect. It

means that the green innovation of each province (city) is

affected not only by the independent variables of each

province (city) itself, but also by the green innovation of

neighboring provinces (cities). The regression coefficients of

the core variables GVC embeddedness and digital economy

are significantly positive. Among the control variables, R&D

investment, marketization level, and FDI have passed the

significance test. Comparing the results in Table 6 with

Table 3, it can be found that the regression results of the

ordinary panel OLS model generally overestimate the impact

of independent variables on green innovation. In Table 3, the

impact coefficient of GVC embeddedness variable is 2.29–8.02,

and after considering the spatial autocorrelation factor, the

impact coefficient of GVC embeddedness on green innovation

decreases to 1.39–1.48 (as shown in Table 6). The impact

coefficient of digital economy decreases from 1.02–5.37 in

Table 3 to 0.93–0.95 in Table 6. The impact coefficients of the

control variables R&D investment, marketization level, industrial

structure, etc. also show the decline, indicating that the impact

coefficients of the independent variables are somewhat

overestimated in the OLS panel model. The main reason for

the phenomenon is that the ordinary panel model ignores the

spatial spillover effect and considers each province (city) as an

independent regional entity, which does not follow the theory

and reality. In the real world, cross regional flows of commodities

and factors among provinces are very common, and economic

actions and government policies will have an impact on adjacent

regions, which has contributed to the spatial spillover of green

innovation among regions. So, the introduction of the spatial

autoregressive model can provide a more accurate estimation of

the influencing factors of green innovation.

According to the spatial econometric theory of Elhorst,

(2014), when there is spatial spillover effect, the independent

variable not only has an impact on green innovation in the

province (city), but also has an impact on green innovation in the

surrounding or neighboring regions, which enables a chain

reaction through a circular feedback mechanism. Therefore,

the influence of the independent variable on green innovation

can be decomposed into direct effect and indirect effect. Among

them, the total effect of the independent variable on the green

TABLE 6 Test results of spatial autoregressive model (SAR).

Variables (1) (2) (3)

lnGreen lnGreen lnGreen Direct effect Indirect effect Total effect

rho 0.678*** 0.410*** 0.404***

(0.0313) (0.0486) (0.0499)

GVC 1.395*** 1.476*** 1.386*** 1.444*** 0.892** 2.336***

(0.490) (0.489) (0.513) (0.539) (0.355) (0.864)

digi 0.948*** 0.951*** 0.926*** 0.945*** 0.592*** 1.537***

(0.180) (0.179) (0.185) (0.183) (0.169) (0.323)

lnrd 0.546*** 0.557*** 0.566*** 0.590*** 0.364*** 0.954***

(0.0682) (0.0681) (0.0699) (0.0655) (0.0513) (0.0728)

market 0.0862*** 0.0983*** 0.0979*** 0.0999*** 0.0618*** 0.162***

(0.0297) (0.0301) (0.0301) (0.0291) (0.0194) (0.0458)

ENV -0.00531 0.00346 0.00599 0.00556 0.00281 0.00837

(0.0377) (0.0378) (0.0380) (0.0378) (0.0238) (0.0613)

lnfdi -0.0457** -0.0463** -0.0467** -0.0294* -0.0761**

(0.0216) (0.0216) (0.0221) (0.0155) (0.0367)

struc 0.298 0.313 0.180 0.493

(0.518) (0.536) (0.334) (0.864)

sigma2_e 0.108*** 0.107*** 0.107***

(0.00750) (0.00741) (0.00742)

Obs 420 420 420 420 420 420

R-squared 0.885 0.888 0.892 0.892 0.892 0.892

Provincial fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%,5% and 10% levels, respectively.
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innovation of a given province (city) is the direct effect, which

includes two components. First, the effect of the independent

variable on the green innovation of the province (city). Second,

the independent variables have an impact on the green

innovation of the surrounding or neighboring provinces

(cities), and the green innovation of the neighboring regions

in turn has an impact on the green innovation of the province

(cities). This process is also called the spatial feedback effect. The

impact of the independent variable on green innovation in the

surrounding or neighboring provinces (cities) is the indirect

effect, which is also referred to as the spatial spillover effect.

As shown in Table 6, the spatial econometric results give the

decomposition results of the direct and indirect effects of model

(3). Overall, the main explanatory variables GVC embeddedness,

digital economy, and control variables R&D investment and

marketization level all pass the significance test, and their

direct and indirect effects are positive. Thus, it can be seen

that to develop green innovation, a province (city) should

increase its own openness, continuously integrate into GVC,

vigorously develop digital economy, increase R&D investment,

and continuously improve the level of marketization. Also, it

should focus on regional linkage, utilize the spatial spillover

effect, and take advantage of the green innovation of neighboring

provinces (cities). The above analysis and discussion further

validate Hypotheses 1 and 3.

5 Robustness analysis

To test the reliability of the empirical test conclusion, we used

the methods of replacing the dependent variable, replacing the

spatial weight matrix, and analyzing the spatial heterogeneity in

different regions to test the robustness of the OLS panel model

and SAR model.

5.1 Substitution of dependent variable

The same method that used to obtain green invention data

was used to obtain the number of green utility model patents

granted at the provincial level. Green utility model patents

(lnGreen02) were used to replace green inventions (lnGreen)

to test the impact of GVC embeddedness and digital economy on

green innovation through OLS panel model. The test results are

shown in Table 7. GVC and digi in model (1) and model (2)

passed the significance test at the level of 1%. Compared with

Table 3, the regression coefficient is decreased slightly, indicating

that GVC embeddedness and digital economy have a significant

role in promoting green innovation, which is highly consistent

with previous research conclusions. After the green utility model

patent (lnGreen02) was used to replace the green invention

(lnGreen), model (1) and model (2) in Table 4 become model

(1) and model (2) in Table 7. The regression results passed the

mediating effect test. It confirms that GVC embeddedness has

partial mediating effect, and the mediating effect model has

strong robustness. The rho values have passed the significance

test in models (3–7), which verifies that green innovation has a

significant spatial spillover effect.

5.2 Replacement of spatial weight matrix

In addition to the spatial weight matrix of economic distance

used in the paper, spatial contiguity weight matrix and spatial

distance weight matrix are also common spatial weight matrices

used in spatial econometric analysis. In the paper, the spatial

contiguity weight matrix uses the Rook contiguity rule, where

wij � 1 if two provinces have a common boundary, and wij � 0

otherwise. The main diagonal element is equal to 0. The spatial

distance matrix uses the inverse of the Euclidean spatial distance

between two provincial capitals as the matrix element. In other

words, wij � 1/dij , if i ≠ j ; otherwise, wij � 0 . To test the

robustness of the spatial measurement results, the results of the

spatial autoregressive models of the three spatial weight matrices

were compared, using green inventions (lnGreen) and green

utility model patents (lnGreen02) as the dependent variables,

respectively.

In addition to the SAR model test results based on the

economic distance weight matrix reported in Table 6, the

empirical results of spatial autoregressive models under

various spatial weight matrices are reported in models (3–7)

in Table 7. The rho values all pass the significance test at the 1%

level, showing the spatial autocorrelation characteristics of green

innovation. GVC embeddedness, digital economy all pass the

significance test under all three types of spatial weight matrices,

showing a significant positive correlation with provincial green

innovation. Each unit increase in provincial GVC embeddedness

will increase the level of green innovation by 47%–135%. Each

unit increase in the level of digital economy will increase green

innovation by 48%-96%. The above empirical results are

consistent with the results in Table 6. These findings, validate

the robustness of the previous findings, and confirm the

importance of integrating GVC, developing digital economy,

regional linkage of green innovation, and other policies to

promote provincial green innovation.

5.3 Analysis of regional spatial
heterogeneity

There are differences in geographical location, economic

development, and policies among provinces in China. So, the

role of participation in GVC and digital economy development in

different regions is not completely consistent. To test the

heterogeneity among regions, the paper uses the classification

method of Liu et al. (2021), and classifies the country into three
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regions: the eastern, the central, and the western. The eastern

region includes 11 provinces, i.e., Guangdong, Fujian, Zhejiang,

Jiangsu, Shandong, Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Liaoning

and Hainan. The central region includes 8 provinces, i.e., Hubei,

Hunan, Henan, Anhui, Jiangxi, Shanxi, Jilin, and Heilongjiang.

The western region includes 11 provinces, i.e., Xinjiang, Qinghai,

Gansu, Ningxia, Yunnan, Guizhou, Sichuan, Shaanxi,

Chongqing, Guangxi, and Inner Mongolia. Based on the

above three groups of sample data, the SAR model and the

economic distance weight matrix are used to determine the

impact of GVC embeddedness and digital economy

development on green innovation in three regions.

The regression results of SAR models about the three regions

are reported in Table 8. The rho values in the three regions have

passed the significance test, which indicates that green

innovation in the three regions has significant spatial

autocorrelation. As to the significance of GVC embeddedness,

the significance gradually increases from the eastern, the central

to the western. The regression coefficient gradually increases,

which shows that participation in GVC has an increasing impact

on green innovation from the eastern, central to western regions.

As to digital economy, the three regions have passed the

significance test at the level of 1%–10%, and the regression

coefficient shows the reverse order, compared to GVC

embeddedness. The above results show that there is spatial

heterogeneity among the three regions. The reason is that

there exist ladder differences in GVC embeddedness, digital

economy development, and the overall level of economic

development among the three regions.

Due to geographical location and other reasons, the level and

openness of economic development of the eastern region are

higher than those of the central and western regions. The eastern

region was embedded in GVC earlier and more deeply than the

central and western regions. With the rising cost of labor and

other factors in the eastern region, the manufacturing industry

continues to shift from the eastern to the central and western

regions, and some low value-added industries also gradually shift

to the central and western regions. The eastern region focuses on

high value-added, green and high-tech industries. Therefore, the

eastern region has gradually changed from copy-cat innovation

TABLE 7 Robustness test results.

Dependent variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

OLS OLS SAR SAR SAR SAR SAR

lnGreen02 lnGreen02 lnGreen02 lnGreen lnGreen02 lnGreen lnGreen02

Spatial weight matrix WE WR WR WD WD

rho 0.505*** 0.361*** 0.458*** 0.576*** 0.623***

(0.0446) (0.0470) (0.0397) (0.0529) (0.0457)

GVC 1.822*** 0.837** 1.351*** 0.727* 0.904* 0.473*

(0.464) (0.408) (0.517) (0.406) (0.497) (0.278)

digi 0.765*** 0.770*** 0.516*** 0.957*** 0.634*** 0.909*** 0.479***

(0.174) (0.171) (0.148) (0.185) (0.146) (0.177) (0.143)

Control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Obs 450 450 420 420 420 420 420

R-squared 0.930 0.932 0.885 0.904 0.894 0.862 0.840

Provincial fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. WE, is the economic distance weight matrix; WR, is the spatial contiguity

weight matrix, and WD, is the geographical distance weight matrix.

TABLE 8 Spatial autoregression analysis by regions.

Variables (1) (2) (2)

Eastern Central Western

rho 0.347*** 0.228** 0.520***

(0.0561) (0.0981) (0.0706)

GVC 0.100 2.549** 3.488***

(0.589) (1.071) (1.005)

digi 0.599*** 0.456* 1.424**

(0.178) (0.243) (0.675)

Control variables Yes Yes Yes

sigma2_e 0.0597*** 0.0939*** 0.119***

(0.00685) (0.0126) (0.0138)

Obs 154 112 154

R-squared 0.946 0.860 0.756

Number of province 11 8 11

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%

and 10% levels, respectively.
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through GVC to original innovation. In contrast, the central and

western regions are in the stage of undertaking the eastern

industrial transfer and embedding GVC to achieve low-level

innovation. In this sense, for the central and western regions,

embedding GVC to drive the development of some industries is

still an important way to upgrade industries and promote green

innovation. As to digital economy, the eastern region is also

leading the central and western regions (see Figure 1). Compared

with the central and western regions, the eastern region has more

advantages in urban agglomeration (Ma and Zhu, 2022), high-

tech talents (Wu and Yang, 2022), digital infrastructure, and

other factors. The digital dividend that it enjoys may play an

important role in promoting green innovation. It means that the

central and western regions should increase efforts to integrate

into GVC, develop digital economy, fill the digital gap between

the eastern region, and promote the development of green

innovation.

6 Conclusion and policy implications

6.1 Research conclusions

Through combing the existing literature, this paper

theoretically studies the intrinsic influence mechanism of

GVC embeddedness and digital economy on green

innovation, and proposes three research hypotheses. Core

indicators such as GVC regional embeddedness, digital

economy, and green innovation are constructed by using

China Customs micro database, China patent database

developed by the China National Intellectual Property

Administration, and EPS database from 2002 to 2016. Based

on the ordinary panel model, and the Exploratory Spatial Data

Analysis method (ESDA), a spatial panel model based on

multiple spatial weight matrices is constructed to empirically

test the impact of GVC embeddedness and digital economy on

China’s green innovation at the provincial level. The research

findings are as follows: First, GVC embeddedness and digital

economy at the provincial level have significant promoting

effects on green innovation. Second, the development of

digital economy will not only directly promote green

innovation, but also indirectly promote green innovation by

effectively promoting the integration of provincial economy

into GVC. The results of the mediating effect test indicate

that there is a partial mediating effect of GVC embeddedness

in the influential mechanism of the digital economy to promote

green innovation. Third, green innovation and GVC

embeddedness have significant spatial spillover effects. It

indicates that in the process of participating in GVC, Chinese

provinces (cities) have significantly promoted green innovation

in surrounding provinces through many channels and

mechanisms, such as product and factor flow, upstream and

downstream industry linkages, competition effect or imitation

effect, and technology spillover. The robustness test shows the

stability of the spatial spillover mechanism.

6.2 Practical implications

From a global perspective, the “global supply chain”, “global

industrial chain” and “global value chain” based on the division

of labor of global value chain (GVC) have formed a “one body,

three chains” system, which has become the basic support for

economic interdependence and common development of

countries in the global economic system for a long time, from

now and in the future. Moreover, digital technologies continue to

facilitate the formation and development of “global innovation

chains”, making innovation activities cross national borders on a

large scale and become a global system (Ambos et al., 2021). It

can be said that integrating into GVC and accelerating the

development of digital economy have become key drivers for

the development of green innovation in China. Based on these

findings, there are three important policy implications as follows.

First, increase the determination and strength to integrate

into GVC, combine participation in GVC with industrial

upgrading, and promote the development of green innovation.

Under the current situation of counter-globalization and the

COVID-19, the government should further strengthen its

opening-up, rely on the “Belt and Road” initiative, speed up

the transformation from policy based opening to institutional

opening, especially in the central and western regions, further

improve the business environment, improve the level of trade

facilitation, gradually change from cost advantage to other

competitive advantages, and strive to integrate into GVC at a

high level. In the process of participating in GVC, the

government should create a combination of industrial policies,

environmental policies, and financial policies to promote the

transformation of business entities to green, technology-

intensive, and high value-added ones.

Second, improve data standards, facilitate data flow and

sharing, and promote digital economy and GVC

embeddedness to form a joint force. Further improve the

standardization of data in collection, storage, security, and

application, and establish and improve the digital standard

systems in line with international standards. Improve the

legislation of digital economy, clarify data ownership, use

right and management right, remove the institutional and

regulatory barriers when data flows, promote the openness

and sharing of data within and across provinces, and create a

good policy environment for the development of digital

economy. Considering the development gap of provinces

(cities), formulate and implement differentiated digital

transformation policies, and solve the unequal application of

digital technology among enterprises, industries and regions.

Make full use of the platform of “Free Trade Zone” of all

provinces (cities), create new regulatory rules about digital
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trade, and make digital technology an important driving force to

promote provinces (cities) to integrate into GVC.

Third, the regional coordination and linkage of GVC

embeddedness and digital economy development in each

province (city) should be increased to fully tap its spatial

spillover effect on green innovation development. In view of the

spatial autocorrelation of GVC embeddedness and digital economy,

we should break all kinds of visible and invisible barriers among

regions, establish and improve the nationalmarket, promote the free

flow of resources and factors, strengthen the economic linkage,

policy linkage, and strategic linkage among provinces and regions. In

terms of environmental protection policies and industrial access

standards, all regions should do comprehensive planning, establish

reasonable steps of environmental standards and green standards,

exploit the diffusion effect and demonstration effect of green

scientific and technological innovation among enterprises and

industries in regions, and realize the whole upgrading of green

innovation across the country.

6.3 Limitations and future work

The paper studies the impact mechanism of GVC

embeddedness and digital economy on green innovation, and

uses the data at the provincial level of China for empirical testing.

However, the paper has some limitations that need to be

addressed in future. First, as to the design of impact

mechanism, the paper focuses on the impact mechanism of

GVC embeddedness and digital economy on green

innovation. In fact, there may be a two-way relationship

between these variables. For example, green innovation may

have an impact on GVC embeddedness and the development

of digital economy. In addition, we did not consider the threshold

effect of the panel model and the dynamic effect of the spatial

econometric model in the empirical study. Second, the

measurement of GVC embeddedness, digital economy, and

other indicators needs to be further expanded. As to the

measurement of GVC embeddedness at the provincial level,

the paper adopts Import and Export Database of Chinese

Customs Enterprises to calculate it. In future research, KWW

method (Koopman et al., 2010) can be used to measure GVC

indicators at the regional level. As to digital economy

measurement, the data dimensions adopted in the paper are

limited. In future research, we can take more data into account to

further improve the rationality and accuracy of digital economy

indicators. Third, the paper uses provincial level data, which is

not fine-grained enough, leading to some variables at city level

can’t be taken into account. In addition, due to the availability of

data, the data used in this paper is limited to 2002–2016, and the

data are limited and not new enough. In the future, city level data

will be used for in-depth research.
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